ANNUAL REPORT
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OUR VISION
To be a leading Telecommunications Regulator in Africa by meeting the full
range of regulatory challenges and always serving the best interest of all
stakeholders.

MISSION STATEMENT
To be part of the global regulatory regime by making consumer value and
operator protection our golden rule.

OUR VALUES
Transparency, Fairness, Integrity, Industry Participation, Resourcefulness
and Awareness
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Profiles of THE chairman and THE Commissioners of NATCOM

Chairman and Commissioner Siray Timbo is trained in Architecture, Urban Planning and Project
Management. He holds a Masters Degree in Architecture from University of Bucharest. He is a renowned
architect and senior managing partner at Ideas Ltd., one of Sierra Leone’s leading architectural firms. He is a
registered member of the Association of Project Managers (UK) and the Association of House Builders (USA)
Arc. Timbo also serves as Director of Reliance Trust Corporation, a leading insurance group in the country. He
is President Ernest Bai Koroma’s Special envoy to the Middle East. He is a devout Muslim, married with three
children.

Commissioner Saidu Turay is a dedicated and
conscientious Sierra Leonean with vast experience in the
public and private Sectors of both Sierra Leone and the
United States of America. Commissioner Turay also
doubles as Corporate Secretary to ASSASI Ltd. a Business
and Investment Consultancy and before his appointment
at NATCOM he worked in the US as Project Manager and
Technical Expert to ADT in Totowa, New Jersey and
before that was front office Manager at Best Western
Hotel in Morristown, New Jersey. Mr. Turay holds a
Bachelors of Arts Degree in Communications from the
University of Houston, Texas.

Commissioner Frank Jarrett was prior to his appointment
with NATCOM General Manager Of AFRIPA Telecoms
Ghana Limited. He had also held Executive positions as
Director of Business Development with IDT Corporation
in the United States of America and was before that
Managing Director of Sierra Leone’s incumbent operator
SierraTel and was also General Manager of the Sierra
Leone External Telecommunications Company (SLET). Mr.
Jarrett holds a Masters Degree in Microwave Solid State
Physics from University of Portsmouth, U.K. Fellow of the
Sierra Leone Institution of Engineers
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Commissioner Sahr Raikes Tumoe retired as Managing Director of Sierra
Leone’s incumbent Operator, the Sierra Leone Telecommunications Company
Limited (SierraTel). Before that, he served both as Deputy MD of SierraTel
and Managing Director of the Sierra Leone National Telecommunications
Company respectively. He also served as a Director on the NPA Board from
2003/2005 and is a member of the National Council for Technical, Vocational
and other Academic Awards, representing the Professional Engineers
Regulation Council.
Commissioner Tumoe studied Electronics and Communications at the
Southampton College of Technology in the United Kingdom where he
graduated in 1966 obtaining graduate membership of the Institution of
Electronic and Radio Engineers. He did post graduate studies in
Telecommunications Systems at Essex University in 1983/84 and also
completed post graduate studies in Technological Economics at Stirling
University in 1984/85

Commissioner Ibrahim Kabia has a background in
Environmental Health, Human Rights and Consumer
Rights Activism.
He was trained in consumerism in Kaduna, Nigeria.
He later read Environmental Protection and
Pollution Control techniques. Mr. Kabia also studied
standardisation and is an active member of the Task
Force on standardisation at Sierra Leone’s Bureaus
of Standards

Commissioner Frank Manja has a background in
Computer Networking and was before his Appointment
with NATCOM a supervisor at the Data Support Centre of
Dendrite Inc, a Software Company in the United States
Specializing in Pharmaceutical Management Software
Design and Support. Commissioner Manja holds a
Bachelor of Science, degree in Mathematics and
Computer Science from TOURO College, NY, New York.

Commissioner Richard Kargbo has a background in
Business Administration and Marketing and has served
various companies in Sierra Leone and the United
States of America. He has vast experience in both the
private and public sectors of the two countries.
Commissioner Kargbo returned home to answer to the
President‘s clarion call for Sierra Leoneans to invest in
agriculture. He holds an associate degree in applied
sciences (IT) and an MCSE Certificate on Computers. He
presently doubles as a master farmer in addition to his
meritorious service to the Commission.
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4. Chairman’s Message
It is with great pleasure and honour that I humbly present this maiden annual
report, covering NATCOM’s work from 1st January to December 31st, 2009.
As Sierra Leone’s first Telecommunications Regulatory Authority, the
National Telecommunications Commission (NATCOM), was established in
2006 by an Act of Parliament, the Telecommunications Act 2006 amended in
2009.
The year under review, 2009, has been a challenging one with great strides made in expanding the
human resource base of the Commission through open competition; improving the conditions of service
for staff; providing a more conducive working environment with the refurbishment and rehabilitation of
the Commission’s premises and the construction of an outhouse providing room for a secured garage
for the newly acquired spectrum monitoring vehicle, a type approval laboratory and the Universal
Access Development Fund (UADF) Secretariat.
The Commission established two task forces namely, a Cyber Crime Task Force made up of the Cyber
Crime Unit of the Sierra Leone Police and NATCOM officials; and the Consumer Protection Task
Force, comprising Consumer Protection Activists and NATCOM to deal with cyber crime and
accelerating consumer protection and education respectively. Currently, there is a matter before a
Freetown Court of Law involving SIM Box Fraudsters, apprehended in the West end of Freetown with
the aid of the newly acquired Spectrum Monitoring vehicle and with the support of the Cyber Crime
Task Force.
As part of its consumer education campaign NATCOM initiated the Consumer Parliament, a forum
which provides for face-to-face interaction between the consumer, operator and regulator. Two
Consumer Parliamentary Sessions were held in 2009 in Freetown and Makeni, both of which were well
attended and attracted national coverage in both the electronic and print media. In addition to these, two
corporate dialogue fora in the form of interactive meetings with operators and service providers were
organised for all stakeholders in the industry to address relevant issues facing the sector.
A key challenge that the Commission surmounted this year was the acquisition of the office premises of
NATCOM Headquarters from the previous owners and incumbent operator, the Sierra Leone
Telecommunications Company Limited (SierraTel); and the decentralisation of NATCOM’s activities
with the establishment of six zonal offices covering the twelve districts in the provinces.
In the area of policy, NATCOM in collaboration with the Ministry of Information and Communication
(MIC) played a pivotal role in the formulation of the National ICT Policy for the sector, which
conforms to international best practices; and the provisions and spirit of the ECOWAS Supplementary
Acts that seek to create an ICT Common Market in the sub region. Also of great significance this year
was Sierra Leone’s full compliance with the directives of the ECOWAS Supplementary Acts by
meeting the deadline for the transposition of the ECOWAS texts into our national laws through the
enactment of the Telecommunications (Amendment) Act 2009, and the issuance of six regulations
covering the core areas recognised in the Supplementary Acts namely: Access and Interconnection,
Ensuring Competition, Licensing, Spectrum Management, Universal Access and Numbering. In all the
above accomplishments NATCOM played a pioneering role. It is also important to note that the
Commission has been diligently pursuing the Registration of SIM/UIM cards by operators, to curtail the
rampant abuse of these cards taking into consideration security implications. In that regard, the
Commission pioneered the enactment of a Regulation mandating all operators to register their
subscribers.
The above accomplishments notwithstanding, a lot more requires to be done by way of fulfilling our
vision and mission – indeed, a challenging task lies ahead. Tariff for airtime and the current
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interconnection rates are inordinately and comparatively higher than in most other countries in the sub
region; there is great room for improvement in the quality of service of GSM Operators and other
Service Providers; cyber crime, especially unlawful call termination is still prevalent; and the absence
of a national and international fibre optic backbones continues to hinder socio-economic growth and
fuel the high cost in the provision of basic telecoms services nationwide.
As we enter a new year, NATCOM will not relent in its ongoing effort to confront these challenges. We
will continue to build and enhance our capacity to effectively license and regulate the activities of
telecommunications operators; strive to promote efficiency and fair competition; encourage investment
in the sector; protect users or Consumers of telecoms networks and services; and facilitate the
progressive development of the telecommunications industry and technology in the country.
I do believe that an enlightened and transparent NATCOM can make a huge difference in advancing the
quality of life and economic independence through ICT for our fellow citizens in Sierra Leone.
In conclusion, let me take this opportunity to wish His Excellency the President, his Government,
Honourable Members of Parliament, Telecoms Consumers, Operators, Service Providers and the people
of Sierra Leone Merry Christmas and a prosperous 2010.

Siray Alpha Timbo
Chairman and Commissioner

LONG LIVE THE TELECOMS INDUSTRY AND LONG LIVE SIERRA
LEONE!
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5
2008/2009 under review
5.1 Legal, licensing and regulatory
The main object of the Legal and Regulatory arm of the Commission in the ensuing year is to
sustain the ongoing process of establishing the structures and processes necessary for the
Commission to perform its licensing, regulatory and adjudicatory role much more effectively
and in enforcing the provisions of the Telecoms Act 2006 more robustly in the interest of both
the consumers and/or users of telecoms services and the operators and service providers of
those services.
The Commission assisted by ITU consultants conducted several workshops involving all
stakeholders to help out with the drafting of a wide-ranging set of regulations for the industry.
These regulations will cover the following areas as recommended by both the World Bank
Report and the ECOWAS Supplementary Acts namely:
•

Licensing

•

Competition Policy

•

Interconnection

•

Retail Tariffs

•

Spectrum

•

Universal Access/Service

Another Consultant on numbering provided training in June 2009 and advised on the structure
and content of a comprehensive legal and regulatory framework on the management of
numbers that takes cognizance of both best practice and the provisions of the ECOWAS
Supplementary Acts.
AMMENDMENTS TO THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT 2006
NATCOM in collaboration with the Ministry of Information and Communications has
successfully amended the Telecommunications Act 2006 with the recently enacted
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Telecommunications (Amendment) Act 2009 which seeks to transpose the provisions of the
ECOWAS Supplementary Acts into our national legislation.
TARRIF REGULATION
Licensed GSM Operators in the Country attempted to increase their tariffs on two occasions in
the month of April 2009. Their justification for the proposed tariff increase was an adjustment
of their prevailing tariff to the spiralling foreign exchange rate resulting from the global
economic downturn.
The Commission contracted the services of PKF an accounting and business consultancy firm
to do a comprehensive study of the industry, market and economy and advice on a fair and
equitable formula for the computation of tariffs and in determining future increments.
The greatest challenge still facing the regulator is protecting the consumer from high cost of
telecoms services In this regard the Commission continues to engage Operators and Service
Providers to reduce their tariffs and the relatively high interconnection rates while exploiting
feasible means of landing fibre optic cable in the country and building a solid fibre optic
national back bone. Government has granted permission to two interested parties and the
incumbent operator to proceed in this direction and MOU’s have been executed to facilitate
these projects. Government and the regulator are still open to new initiatives and projects in
this regard.
INTERCONNECTION
The Telecoms Act mandates telecoms operators to submit copies of their interconnection
agreements together with a summary of its principal terms to the Commission who should
publish it by government notice. In this regard the Commission during the period under review
contacted all GSM operators in the country to submit their interconnection agreements
pursuant to the Act with positive response from all existing active telecoms operators.
With regards to interconnection, collocation and infrastructure sharing, the Commission held
two interactive sessions with Operators and Service Providers in the industry which has yielded
some progress on those issue and several others bordering on compliance with the provisions
of the Act and the extant licence agreement entered into with new entrants in the industry and
which the Commission will soon impress on existing operators through a negotiated settlement.
The Commission succeeded in convincing Operators to reduce their interconnection rates from
13 US cents to 10 US cents in 2009 and negotiations are ongoing for future reductions.

LICENSING
The Commission has approved new standard application forms for the provision and operation
of telecoms networks and services respectively, which are now in force. Since its inception
NATCOM has awarded GSM and CDMA licences to Ambitel, Rawabi Dubai, Intergroup
Telecommunications Company Ltd. and SierraTel. The Commission has cancelled the Licence
awarded to Datatel and later conditionally transferred to Celcom. A hand book and a check list
on the procedural requirements for licensing with the Commission has been approved by the
Commission and are now available online with electronic application forms. The Commission
will establish guidelines to effectively address licensing of new 3G and other emerging
technologies.
In line with the above and in consonance with the dynamism and rapid growth in the industry
the Commission recently issued the first Unified Provider Licence to Atlas Communications
Plc.
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THE INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY
The nation’s only international gateway is by virtue of the provisions of the Act owned and
operated by the incumbent operator – the Sierra Leone Telecommunications Company Ltd
(SierraTel) for a period of two years after the commencement of the Act on the 3rd August
2006, after which the Commission is tasked with the responsibility of renewing that privilege.
The Commission is fully apprised of its legal obligation under the Act to review and where
possible renew the tenure of the incumbent operator’s ownership and operation of the sole
international gateway. The Commission continues to encourage comments and suggestions
from stakeholders on this issue so as to enable it make an informed decision in any future
review and/or renewal of the incumbent continued sole ownership and control of the gateway.
INDUSTRY CONSULTATION
The Legal Department working in concert with the World Bank consultants on institutional
reform has prepared draft guidelines on industry consultation as a major pillar in modern day
telecoms regulation. The Commission has approved the final draft which has been reviewed
and approved by the Consultant/Parliamentary Draftsman. This regulation came into force
later in the year.

INVESTIGATING AND PROSECUTING OFFENCES UNDER THE ACT
Whereas the Act empowers the Commission to enforce its provisions, criminal investigative
and prosecutorial powers are still vested in the Police and Law Officers Department
respectively. The Commission held negotiations with the Directorate of the Criminal
Investigations Department (CID) to set out investigative guidelines that clarifies the level and
nature of cooperation between the two institutions in enforcing the Act. Similar negotiations
are also underway with the Director of Public Prosecutions to find ways of fast tracking the
prosecution of offences under the Act so as to deter the future illegal use of Government’s
scarce resources. Also at the behest of the Commission the Criminal Investigation Department
of the Police has established a Cyber Crime Unit (CCU) to deal with cyber security related
offences and investigations and to complement the efforts of the Commission’s Cyber Crime
Task Force.
UNIVERSAL ACCESS
As universal access has become the essence of contemporary regulations and taking the
specialist nature of the doctrine the Commission has resolved to secure the services of a
consultant to chart out the road map for Sierra Leone in this area guided of course by the
provisions of our enabling Act and the Directorate on the realities on the ground.
The Commission has submitted proposals which have been approved by the United States
Trade and Development Agency (USTDA) to fund the recruitment of a consultant to
commence feasibility studies and advice on the best strategy to fulfil a key function of the
Commission to ensure the universal availability of efficient, reliable and cost effective
telecommunications services throughout Sierra Leone. Draft regulation on Universal
Access/Service prepared by the Commission is presently laid before Parliament for
commencement in line with the Laws of Sierra Leone.
This pilot is a joint project undertaken by the International Telecoms Union (ITU) and the
Commonwealth Telecoms Organization (CTO) in partnership with NATCOM and the Ministry
of Information and Communications, to open multi-purpose telecom centers in five identified
underserved rural areas of Sierra Leone. A consultant, Mr Brown-Marke was in Freetown in
March 2009 and he did a tour with representatives of the Commission to identify specific
underserved areas in the provinces. The delegation visited the following areas: Kambia,
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Makeni, Kabala, Kamakwie, Koidu, Segbewema, Pujehun, Mile 91, Rotifunk, Waterloo and
Tombo to identify structures that could be used to provide both telephone and internet services
for the people in these deprived areas. The first phase of the project is complete; the second
phase will commence at the start of the New Year.
MEDIATION / MEETINGS
The Commission held several meetings with Operators, Internet Service Providers and other
key stakeholders on various issues to do with the enforcement of the provisions of the Act, the
refarming of the Extended GSM (EGSM) 900 MHz bands from Comium and Africell,
addressing complaints regarding the quality of service of the international gateway brought by
Zain against the incumbent operator SierraTel and collaborative meetings held with the
National Revenue Authority, the Independent Media Commission, the Police and the Standards
Bureau all aimed at enhancing NATCOM’s capacity to effectively fulfil its statutory mandate
and in the performance of some of its functions which overlaps with those institutions.
Also several meetings were held by the Commission with representatives from both Datatel
and Celcom and other creditors relating to the transfer of the Datatel Licence to Celcom and
the former’s indebtedness to two Government owned Commercial Banks and other GSM
Operators in a bid to amicably settle all outstanding issues relating to the said licence and the
commencement of operations under the licence. These mediation efforts ended without any
resolution of the main outstanding issues and in that regard the GSM/CDMA Licences granted
to Datatel (SL) Ltd and later conditionally transferred to Celcom (SL) Ltd was cancelled by the
Commission and all scarce resources hitherto assigned to the said Datatel/Cellcom has been
retrieved forthwith and will be disposed of shortly using a competitive or comparative bidding
process.
The Commission dispatched several correspondences and held numerous meetings with both
GSM Operators and Local Council Authorities relating to an existing impasse regarding the
incessant demands by Local Councils nationwide, for business licence fees from mobile
operators with offices in the provinces. Mediation efforts which were still ongoing for the
greater part of the year were concluded in September 2009 by the Commission to the
satisfaction of all the parties.
LEGAL INSTRUMENTS
Various legal instruments were executed during the year under review. These included lease
agreements for the provincial and District branches of NATCOM, A conveyance for the
purchase of the Commission Headquarters offices at 13 Regent Road, Hill Station in Freetown,
series of miscellaneous agreements to do with procurement of equipments, goods and services
and the refurbishment, rehabilitation and construction works undertaken by the Commission in
expanding the activities of the Commission to make it more responsive and effective in
regulating a dynamic sector.
PENDING INVESTIGATIONS/REPRESENTATIONS IN COURT
During the period under review several investigations were conducted on all fronts especially
in the area of SIM box fraud and unlawful call termination by unlicensed individuals and
businesses which is now prevalent with over 50% call terminations using grey routes. One of
these ongoing investigations is now completed and the accused persons are in Court charged
with offences under the Telecommunications Act 2006 as amended.
The Commission imposed colossal fines against the first culprits as compensation to the
Operators affected and as a deterrent against future abuse. Another case is under investigation
and the suspects will again be charged to court to face the consequences of their alleged
crimes.
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A major challenge in our nation’s quest to quell cyber and related offences is our lack of the
necessary capacity to investigate and prosecute cyber crime and other ICT related offences.
The
Commission is collaborating with both the Police and Law Officers Department in building
capacity and structures to effectively address this growing menace.
SUMMARY
The Commission during the course of the year under review endeavoured to ensure compliance
by all stakeholders to all the provisions of the Act, in addition to setting out the processes,
instruments and legal structures necessary to ensure the effective discharge of the regulatory,
Licensing and Adjudicatory functions of the Commission.
In addition, the department also worked closely with other departments in setting out the
administrative structures and guidelines that enhances accountability and promotes
transparency in the Commission.
Some of NATCOM’s achievements during the period under review have been:
• The entire organizational restructuring wherein a fifth department for Corporate
Resources Management and the position of Director-General and Deputy DirectorGeneral have been added to the structure;
•

Acquisition of a state-of-the Art Mobile Spectrum Monitoring System;

•

Construction of another office block to house the secretariat for the Universal Access
Development Fund Management and a mini laboratory for Equipment Type Approval;

•

The establishment of Six zonal offices in Makeni, Kenema, Moyamba, Port Loko,
Kono and Bo and

•

Attracting a very important Commonwealth Telecommunications (CTO) workshop on
Rural Connectivity which will be hosted in Makeni next march.
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5.2 Engineering and technical
services

The period under review was an important one because it met with the inception of a new
Board of Commissioners for NATCOM ushering in new exuberance, new sense of direction
and the added zeal and steadfastness that are usually the trade mark of a new team.
This report provides a glimpse of the activities and engagements of the Engineering
Department. No doubt, it does not tell the whole picture, what is recorded here is only what
was achieved and not how these were achieved. How these were achieved is the story of the
members of the Board of Commissioners, Management, and Support Staff, partners in the
industry and others who contributed in various ways to the accomplishments of the
Commission. How these did happen is not recorded here, but it is important to underscore the
point that without these selfless support and the dedication and commitment of staff and
especially those of the Engineering Department, then the Commission would have had no
report to write on engineering and technical functions of the Commission. The engineering
staff and support team comprises of:
•

Mr. S.R. Tumoe

-

•

Mr. R.S. Kargbo

-

•

Mr. Senesie Kallon

-

•
•

Mr. Victor Findlay
Mr. Steven Konteh

-

•
•
•

Miss Valentina Thompson
Miss Jemilatu Sesay
Mr. S.M. T. Senesie

-

Chairman/Commissioner of sub-committee on
Engineering
Member/Commissioner Engineering subCommittee
Sub-committee Member and Secretary/Director,
Engineering Department
Spectrum Manager, Engineering Department
Manager IT and Standards, Engineering
Department
Pupil Engineer Engineering Department
Pupil Engineer, Engineering department
Telecoms Specialist Technician

STRATEGIC PLAN
During the period under review, a strategic work plan was developed and submitted to the then
Executive Secretary wherein all the logistical needs and requirements for the department to
function well were articulated. These included financial requirements and institutional and
human capital capacity building.
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ENGINEERING SUB-COMMITTEE
A four-man sub-committee on Engineering of the board was set up to which the Director,
Engineering and Technical Affairs was made a member. In its inaugural meeting this subcommittee created a generic Terms Of Reference (TOR). All subsequent meetings of this subcommittee were guided by this TOR. The TOR was in line with the engineering functions to be
discharged by the commission as prescribed by the Telecoms Act of 2006 as amended 2009.
These technical regulatory matters included:
•

Spectrum Management;

•

Network Standards and Quality Of Service (QoS);

•

Type Approval of Telecommunications Terminal Equipment;

•

Network Interconnection and Numbering Plans;

•

VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol) Technology and its impact on network services
provisioning and

•

Institutional Capacity Building and Human Resource Development-Consultancy
Assistance from the ITU and others

FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES
During the period under review, several functional activities were undertaken to deliver good
on those responsibilities in the department. In the following paragraphs some key activities will
be highlighted. In some of the activities, significant milestones were established and in some,
challenges still remain to be surmounted.
SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT
The major activities in spectrum management involved planning, licensing and monitoring of
the frequency spectrum bands and channels. In fulfilment of these functions the following
achievements were recorded:
•

Development, review, maintenance and implementation of existing and new spectrum
licensing regimes (Application, Processing and Assignment);

•

Development, review, maintenance and implementation of existing and new spectrum
pricing regimes for NATCOM (GSM, CDMA, WiMAX and other frequency spectrum
types);

•

Monitoring to support assignment activities initially using the Microgen iLog
Equipment for FM Broadcast radio stations.

Of particular interest and worth mentioning were:
1. The assignment of the 850 MHz band for Sierratel CDMA 2000 1XEVDO (the
service hat is today relatively the fastest Broadband Internet services with
limited mobility);
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2. The assignment to Atlas Communications, the IMT2000 450 MHz band
frequencies as was approved by the ITU WRC07;
3. Assignment of spectrum in the WiMAX 2.5 and 2.3 GHz and 3.5 GHz bands to
Equatorial Communications, Intergroup Africa, Rawabi Dubai Group, Ambitel,
Sierratel and the UNDP;
4. Revision and juggling of assignments in the EGSM 900 and GSM 1800 bands
and the subsequent retrieval of the EGSM 900 band from Comium and Africell;
5. A few assignments in the VHF band, mainly to Private Security Firms and the
Airline Industry;
6. Lots of planning and assignments to various users in the 7-,8-, 13-,15- and 23GHz bands for higher capacity microwave radio links using SDH technologies
for IP backhaul;
7. The IMT 2000 spectrum band of 2100 MHz was planned and one assignment
made to a new entrant company called Intergroup Africa (3G Licence to
Intergroup Africa)
•

A soft form of the National Frequency Allocation Table (NFAT) was prepared;

•

Price structures for the GSM 900/1800 were revised;

•

Many pricing regimes were developed and some revised including those for VSAT
usage;

•

Band Occupancy of the EGSM 900 band was monitored using an Agilent Spectrum
Analyzer borrowed from IpTel;

•

Application Forms for various Radio communications services and Telecoms Terminal
Equipment Type Approval were developed;

•

Guidelines for Frequency application and use were developed;

•

Spectrum Management database have been developed and are continuously updated;

•

The Director, Engineering and Technical Affairs was appointed a member of the
National Spectrum Management Committee set up by the Minister of Information and
Communications.

NETWORK STANDARDS AND QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS)
In fulfilment of the provisions of the Telecommunications Act, 2006 as amended, which
mandates the Commission to determine and fix Quality of Telecommunications Services and
Standard of telecommunications equipment and facilities, the Engineering department prepared
and disseminated Quality of Service and Network Standards parameters to all Network
Operators (the GSM and Sierratel, the PSTN and CDMA Operator). These entailed the QoS
parameters and network performance standards.
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The Commission recognized that Network Performance is the most important QoS parameter
for measurement of quality of a Telecoms Operator. Poor performance of telecoms networks
would induce customer complaints and faults, thereby leading to customer dissatisfaction
towards the operator. In its correspondences to Network Operators (GSM, PSTN, and CDMA),
the Commission set the following Network Performance Parameters and QoS criteria:
•

Service Access Delay –less than 15 sec;

•

Call Set-up Success Rate- greater than 90%;

•

Call Drop Ratio- less than 3%;

•

Point of Interconnection (PoI) Congestion- less than 1%

As a preliminary move to actualize network standards compliance, the
Commission conducted an inspection tour of GSM Cellular Operators’ BTS site installations
along the Freetown to Kenema highway through Mile 91.
There have been many complaints about network quality of the GSM networks particularly.
These ranged from absence of International calling line identification, dropped calls, crosstalk,
poor voice qualities, network congestions and low Internet access speeds on the GPRS services
of the GSM Operators. Because of lack of capacity to technically probe into the QoS
parameters of the networks, Operators were only urged to improve the quality of services in
their networks.
During the later part of the period under review, the Commission acquired in June 2009, the
Anritsu Spectrum Analyzer MS 2724B (which has special capabilities) to delve a little bit
deeper into the QoS matters of the GSM, CDMA and WiMAX network operations. This
equipment is one of the most potent tools in our arsenal. This exercise will entail measurement
of certain key performance indicators within the networks of the various players.
Telecommunications Terminal Devices Type Approval
Pursuant to the mandate of the Commission, NATCOM has put in place modalities to start
(even if on a small scale) type approval of telecommunications terminal equipment and radio
transmitting devices.
Initial moves to establish a Type Approval Committee has been made. It is intended to have
representatives from the National Revenue Authority (NRA), Sierra Leone Standards Bureau
and the Independent Media Commission (IMC) as collaborating partners. The purpose for this
committee is to coordinate all the activities pertaining to Type Approval such as import taxes,
technical specifications for broadcast radio transmitters, quality of communications terminal
devices and dealership in electronic communications gadgets. Inaugural meetings were held
with these bodies for the establishment of the rules of engagement and other modalities for
cooperation.
To give impetus to this area of our functions, Type Approval work is ongoing (albeit on a
small scale) through accreditation of internationally renowned Standards bodies (ANSI, ETSI,
FCC, CEPT). The cases in point are the Cetecom Vehicle Immobilizer MW1014 and the
Blackberry 8100 type approval for ZAIN Sierra Leone for its “Enterprise Push-mail” services.
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NETWORK INTERCONNECTION AND NUMBERING PLANS
There had not been any serious technical issues bordering on Point of interconnection of
national networks between the cellular and the PSTN Operators. However reports were
received from Celtel (ZAIN) Sierra Leone about poor quality on the International Gateway for
non-CLI (Calling Line Identification) and wrong routing of inbound international calls to
Sierra Leone. Another issue that came to light was the inadequate bandwidth of the national
trunk between Sierratel and ZAIN. Sierratel however moved quickly to solve that problem.
NUMBERING PLANS
Ever since the engineering sub-committee was incepted, the issue of a Numbering Plan for the
country was actively occupying the minds of committee members. As part of a chain of
capacity building activities, the Commission requested from the ITU, consultancy services
assistance on Numbering. The ITU sent two consultants, a Nigerian and Tunisian nationals
who, among other things, conducted a day’s workshop on numbering plans.
Other significant activities undertaken on numbering plans were planning and assignment of
fiver Network Destination Codes (NDC) for ZAIN, Africell, Ambitel, Atlas Communications
and Intergroup Africa. Also, a plan of National Signalling Point Codes (NSPCs) and a
transition from the 6-0-38 ISPC to 6-0-39 with the ITU was effected and a few assignments
were made therein.
VOIP NUMBERING PLAN
Since the inception of the sub-committee on engineering, the issue of numbering plan for VoIP
Services has been a central theme of focus and discussion. Several proposals have been
advanced but it was deemed fit to approach the issue of VoIP numbering in a holistic manner,
taking into consideration not only the numbering plan issue but also many other regulatory
frameworks that need to be sorted out before even talking about numbering. Such issues range
from the turbulent market distortion effect VoIP will have on the voice market, fixed, adoption
of nomadic or non-nomadic numbering system, VoIP number vis-a- vis emergency services
and call interception by the State Security apparatus. In other words, all pertinent issues
(regulatory, legal and technical) have to be articulated together in a holistic way if we are to
adequately and appropriately address VoIP numbering. We may therefore need ITU assistance
(some Consultancy Mission) in this all-important area.
Over the period Comium (SL) Ltd and Access Point Africa (SL) applied to the Commission for
a Licence to deliver local VoIP services. These applications were put on hold because of the
aforementioned issues in the previous paragraph.
SIERRA LEONE INTERNET EXCHANGE POINT (SLIX)
Within the period under review, the Sierra Leone Internet Exchange Point was established
courtesy of the ISOC (Internet Society) Sierra Leone Chapter. Engineer Adrian Labor and his
colleagues got part funding from OSIWA to set up the hardware systems for this exchange.
Some of the national Internet Service Providers (ISPs) such as Afcom, LimeLine Sierra Leone
have interconnected at this exchange while some still have some reservations. For SLIX to
have the required legitimacy and regulatory forbearance, NATCOM should have a second
critical look at this SLIX, set the right regulatory framework in order to win over the suspicious
ISPs to interconnect or even assist this pioneering group in one way or the other.
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SIERRA LEONE TOP LEVEL COUNTRY CODE DOMAIN NAME .SL
Not much regulatory intervention was made about the issue on “who should be the registrar
and manager of the .sl domain name for Sierra Leone.” Before the inception of the new Board
of Commissioners, that responsibility was temporarily given to Afcom Sierra Leone. This was
to last for only three months pending proper addressing of this matter by the Commission. Ever
since that time there has not been any further intervention by NATCOM on this matter but
Afcom continues to place adverts in the media as the sole registrar and manager of the .sl
domain name. Also several other sources are dabbling in the .sl domain name matter in such a
way that one has several name combinations of .sl, .org and .com. This is making matters
confusing. NATCOM does need to step in and sanitize the whole matter. In this regard
therefore the Commission have developed a concept paper on the way forward with the
establishment of a proposed Sierra Leone National Information Centre (SLENIC) as a
stakeholders’ partnership to control policy on the future administration of the .sl domain
name. This study and recommendations have been submitted to the industry for consultation.

INSTITUTIONAL
CAPACITY
BUILDING
AND
HUMAN
RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT
Over the period under review not only have we equipped individuals with the understanding,
skills and access to information, knowledge and training that enables them to perform
effectively in the engineering department but we have also made some Organizational
Development and elaboration of management structures, processes and procedures. We have
also initiated networking relationship between NATCOM and other stakeholder entities in the
telecoms and telecoms–related industry.
INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
In this light, two additional units were created to expand on the capacity within the department.
A Unit for IT and Standards and another for Network Quality and Standards were incepted to
add onto the single Spectrum Management Unit that existed before then. Mr. Steven Konteh, a
seasoned Engineer in the broadcast industry for many years now heads the IT and Standards
Unit as Manager, assisted by Miss Jemilatu Sesay, a fresh graduate pupil engineer.
Recruitment process is yet to be effected for the position of Manager, Network Standards and
Quality of Service.
To further build in capacity into the department, the TCI Model 745 State-of-the-Art Mobile
Spectrum Monitoring Station (SMS) has been procured and is now carrying out spectrum
monitoring exercises. As part of the package, an Anritsu Spectrum Analyser MB 2724 was
added to our collection of potent spectrum monitoring tools.
Two Projects documents were prepared by the department to seek assistance from the
Government of India and the United States of America Trade and Development Agency
(USTDA) to establish a TYPE APPROVAL laboratory.
Inaugural meetings for the purpose of collaborating in handling the issues of Type Approving
Telecoms Terminal devices and radio communications transmitters have been held with the
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Independent Media Commission (IMC), the National Revenue Authority (NRA) and the Sierra
Leone Standards Bureau. Modalities to set up a formidable type approval regime are still being
worked out. Arrangements to build a TYPE APPROVAL Laboratory are in its advanced stage.
In lending assistance to the crafting of licensing regimes, the department prepared application
forms and advised on the Business Model for International Infrastructure, International
Services (Voice and Data Gateway Services), International facilities (Fibre Landing and
Teleport Station Operators) licences as well as overall business structure for the country.
Another important milestone was the inclusion of the Head of the Engineering Department into
the National Spectrum Management Committee. This is significant because, any queries and
other pertinent issues relating to the management of the frequency spectrum for the country can
be immediately responded to by the Head of the Engineering Department, him being the
overall supervisor of that department and also an experienced spectrum manager
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
As a strategy to develop certain skills set and competence level within the department so as to
generally upgrade the performance ability of staff members, several training courses,
workshops and seminars were attended by staff at the engineering department. These include
but not limited to:
•

USTTI Training courses on
- Radio Spectrum Monitoring Techniques and Procedures- two staff members
- Internet Governance (issues and Challenges)
- Building Cyber security Capacity
- Internet Regulatory and Trade Policy
- ICT Policy Making in a Global Environment
- Introduction to the IP Multimedia Subsystem

•

Telecoms Infrastructure and New Technologies, one staff for 3 months in
China;

•

Alternative Market Models for Fibre backbone Workshop in West Africa, in
Benin

•
•

TCI factory training on SMS System in Fremont California;
In-country Training on the TCI 745 Model SMS System, Freetown.

CHALLENGES, CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE
On the whole, much has been achieved during the period under review but much still needs to
achieved, improved upon and consolidated. The challenges ahead of the department are:
-

-

The establishment of additional Fixed and Mobile Spectrum Monitoring Sites in
and around the country
Acquisition of and utilization of appropriate Quality Of Service (QoS)
measurement tools and Equipment
More training of staff especially in Equipment Type Approval Techniques and
setting up the collaborative network with the NRA, IMC and Sierra Leone
Standards Bureau
Tackling VoIP numbering and related issues
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-

Tackling the .sl domain name issue as well as consolidating the idea of the SLIX
for legitimacy and compliance between and among the ISPs.

The future looks bright for the department and the Commission as a whole and with further
hard work and dedication on our part in the department and NATCOM as a corporate body,
surely the sky is our limit.
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5.3
Consumer,
industry
relations
and
public
affairs
The Consumer/Industrial Relations and
Public Affairs (CIRPA) Department of
NATCOM
is
charged
with
the
responsibility of informing, educating and
advocating on market trends to help
consumers make informed decisions on
the purchase and utility of telecom services, equipments and supplies. The department also
collects and analyses information on consumer and industry related issues for policy
formulation, planning and implementation.
The department encourages and promotes the notion of universal access for the rural
population living in under-served rural areas. This is in line with the mandate of the
Commission to ensure that every Sierra Leonean enjoys the benefits of the information age as
an indicator of the human development index.
In order to promote industry participation and consumer education, CIRPA organizes
interactive forums (Consumer Parliament) between consumers, service providers and the
regulator to encourage the free flow of information between all stakeholders in the industry.
Consumers are empowered in their daily transactions with operators/distributors and dealers to
know what to expect, and are informed on dispute resolution processes to augment good
mediation practice when complaints and disputes do arise.
PROGRAMMES
CONSUMER EDUCATION AT DISTRICT LEVEL ON THE ROLE OF NATCOM
In line with our mandate to inform and educate the consumer, the Commission, during the
period under review, did a sensitization tour of some districts to inform the people about
NATCOM and its role in regulating the telecoms industry. Community radio stations were
used for this purpose. We also held interactive sessions with community leaders and the
citizenry to exchange views and opinions on NATCOM’s role in national development. This is
an ongoing activity that will be repeated in all the twelve districts during the course of the year
and the ensuing years.
CONSUMER PARLIAMENTS
NATCOM has the mandate to encourage and promote avenues for interactive communication
and a feedback structure between consumers and operators on the one hand, and service
providers and dealers on the other. In this regard the Commission organized the first ever
Consumer Parliament in Freetown coinciding with the World ITU Day on the 17th of May
2009. The Consumer Parliament brought together all stakeholders in the telecoms industry to
exchange views, aspirations and expectations on the industry. This exercise will be an ongoing
activity that was successfully repeated in Makeni the provincial headquarter town of the
Northern Province in November 2009 and which will be held in Bo and Kenema early in the
New Year.
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The deliberations at the maiden Consumer Parliament in Freetown ended with the adoption of
eighteen action points that included Enactment of regulations that compel GSM operators to
register all SIM cards sold to consumers; to regulate tariffs and ensure that any increment in
that regard should have the Commission’s approval and must be communicated to the public
for their comments; that the Consumer Parliament be replicated in other parts of the country so
that all Sierra Leoneans are given equal opportunity to publicly express their perceptions of the
services and tariffs offered by GSM operators.
NATIONAL SURVEY ON THE TELECOMS INDUSTRY IN SIERRA LEONE
In other to have a clear view of the services offered by the telecoms industry, NATCOM
contracted Statistics Sierra Leone to conduct a statistical survey to ascertain the total number of
people using cell phones and land lines; and the number of Internet users and owners of
television. The survey also included the amount spent per individual on the services offered in
the market, the corporate use of the network and those who use the network for personal
reasons. This survey when published will facilitate the work of the Commission in determining
interconnection rates, tariffs to be paid by the consumer, costing of GSM licenses and the cost
for the use of the spectrum frequency.
INTERACTIVE MEETINGS WITH GSM OPERATORS
During the period under review, NATCOM organized two interactive sessions for stakeholders
in the industry at Mamba Point on the 17th April 2008 and 2nd and 9th of December 2008
respectively. The sessions were corporate dialogue forums that gave both operators and the
regulator, an opportunity to engage each other and discuss pertinent issues and strategies to
address the major challenges facing the industry.
The Chairman of NATCOM, Mr Siray Alpha Timbo, in his welcome address to the first
interactive forum, made a clarion call for the establishment of workable regulatory regimes and
the need to set up Action Committees to look into certain critical issues, the resolution of
which may create a Win-Win situation for NATCOM, the operators and consumers. The
forum deliberated on the following important issues: Reports and books of account, Local
Council demands, Issuance and Registration of SIM’s, leakages/fraud in International traffic,
Spectrum Management, leading market player, quality of service, costs and tariffs,
interconnection charges, licensing regimes, policy on VOIP, consumer care management, and
the Universal Access Development Fund (UADF).
UNILATERAL PRICE INCREASE BY OPERATORS
In May 2009, telecoms operators unilaterally increased the price of top up cards without
consulting the regulator NATCOM. The regulator refused to accept the increment and ordered
a reversion of the increment, but the Commission in its wisdom thoroughly investigated the
matter. After consultations with the Ministry of Information & Communications, the GSM
operators and other stakeholders, and based on the advice of an independent financial
consultant, NATCOM issued a press release on the 18th of May 2009 giving approval to the
GSM operators request to increase the airtime cost of 100 units Top-up card by Le100 to
Le3100 in accordance with the provisions of the Telecoms Act of 2006. The public was
informed that the foreign exchange loss caused by the global economic crisis, and absorbed by
the operators on behalf of the public can no longer be sustained without risking the future of
the nation’s key industry. The chairman assured the public of the telecoms industry’s continued
support towards national development and the availability of products in the market at the
above authorized price.
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MEDIATION BETWEEN COMIUM AND LOCAL STAFF
There was a dispute between the General Manager (GM) of Comium a GSM operator and local
staff as a result of the GM’s use of obscene language to a female staff member. The staff
Association of Comium went on strike and the Commission was informed about it. NATCOM
contacted the Ministry of Labour and was able to summon an emergency meeting between the
GM Paul Hyde, the Minister of Labour and his deputy and representatives of the staff
Association of Comium. The meeting was held at NATCOM’s office and representatives of
NATCOM were able to settle the dispute amicably through mediation efforts.
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5.4 Administrative Structure
and
corporate
Resource
Management
The Corporate Resource Management
Department was established on 1st June, 2009
as the arm of NATCOM that will provide
support services. This department is
responsible for facilitating the process of staff
recruitment, compensation and classification,
the keeping of proper personnel records and
providing quality support services for the
proper functioning of the Commission. Over the last year these functions have further grown to
include the establishment and administration of benefit schemes and programmes for
NATCOM employees and activities supporting employee relations, training and development.

Organisation Structure
Director General
The Director General of the Commission (DG) is the Chief Executive officer (CEO) of the
Commission. The Directorate of the Commission is tasked with the development and
implementation of the operational policies and strategies for the Commission and provides the
Commission with the requisite professional advice for implementing government’s
telecommunications policies. The Director General oversees the day to day administration of
five operational divisions of the Commission.
Deputy Director-General
The Deputy Director-General of the Commission reports directly to the Director General, and
assists the Director General in the performance of the latter’s functions and act as Director
General in the Director General’s absence.
The Director General and Deputy Director General are supported by five departments namely:
Corporate Resource Management-CRM, Consumer Industrial Relations and Public Affairs,
Engineering and Technical Services, Finance and Legal and Licensing. Each of these
departments is headed by a director.
Corporate Resource Management
This department is responsible for the design, implementation and management of policies,
strategies and programs that support the core corporate functions of the Commission. It also
provides support to the office of the Director General in the day to day administration of the
Commission
Consumer/Industrial Relations and Public Affairs (CIRPA)
The core function of this department is to protect the right of the Consumers of Public
telecommunications services and prevent abuse from operators. This department is also
responsible for designing, implementing and maintaining the regulations (economic) strategy
that promotes fair competition, industry expansion and investments.
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Engineering & Technical Affairs
This department is critical to the operations of the Commission. It is responsible for making
sure that the nation’s “finite natural resources” (radio spectrum inventory and
telephone/directory numbers) are effectively utilised. The engineering and technical services
department is also responsible for establishing key technical standards for ICT-Information
and Communications Technology facilities, equipments and terminals. It also provides
guidance on spectrum management and technology issues pertaining to the functions of the
Commission.
Finance
This department is tasked with the responsibility to manage and administer the financial
capabilities of the Commission and effective strategies that will serve to enhance the
Commission’s financial strength; to continuously secure and maintain adequate cash flow that
meets the operational and strategic requirements of the Commission.
Legal and Licensing
The department provides guidance on legal, legislative and licensing matters and represents the
Commission and its interests before any Court of Law in legal proceedings involving the
Commission. It also assists the Commission in establishing appropriate licensing regimes for
the varied telecommunications services offered by Operators and Service Providers and to
facilitate and ensure fair competition amongst industry players and strict adherence to the
provisions of the Telecommunications Act 2006 as amended and the adoption of international
and regional best practice in regulating the industry.
Acquisition of Office Building
Previously owned by the Sierra Leone Telecommunications Company Ltd (SIERRATEL),
NATCOM has bought over its office premises on 13 Regent Road, Hill Station, Freetown,
housing the Commission’s headquarters.
Establishment of Zonal Offices
In a bid to bring NATCOM to the door steps of all Sierra Leoneans, the Commission has
accomplished in record time the unprecedented task of establishing six Zonal offices in district
and/or provincial headquarter towns of Makeni, Port Loko, Bo, Moyamba, Kenema and Kono.
Purchase of Spectrum Monitoring Vehicle
Specifically, The Spectrum Monitoring Vehicle has the capacity to detect and monitor all radio
frequency transmissions; and locate telecommunications transmitters. Essentially, the
Spectrum Monitoring Vehicle facilitates the work of the Commission to track down all illegal
users thereby protecting our nation’s limited finite resources from abuse. The purchase of the
vehicle forms part of the ongoing restructuring of the Engineering Department of the
Commission for the effective monitoring of the National Radio Frequency Spectrum.
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The Corporate Resources Department Organizational chart

The purchase of the vehicle is the ongoing restructuring of the Engineering Department of the
Commission for the effective monitoring of the National Radio Frequency Spectrum.
TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
NATCOM recognizes its responsibility to provide an opportunity for employees to develop
skills and abilities for full and effective performance within their positions and for career
advancement within NATCOM.
The Corporate Resources Management Department with the help of the Director General
initiates the professional development process using the Commission’s employees’ quarterly
appraisal system to identify and correct gaps in performance. Through the performance
evaluation system, an assessment is made of the training and development needs of the
Commission.
NATCOM considers employee development as an ‘investment’ rather than an ‘expense’.
NATCOM stresses on the urgent need for the commission to respond to the dynamic nature of
the environment in which the telecommunication industry operates.
Study tours and training programmes were organized during the period under review.
Participants include Commissioners, staff of the Commission and government officers from the
Ministry of Information and Communication.
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NATCOM Organisational Chart
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5. Financial statements

FINANCIAL REVIEW
NATCOM’S main source of income is from Service Providers who consist of GSM Operators,
CDMA Operators, ISPs, FM Radio Stations, VSAT owners, Direct to Home Television
Operators, TV Operators, Dealers and others. Regulatory Charges and fees to the Commission
are made in respect of Application Fees, License Fee, Licence Renewal Fees, Spectrum Fees,
Numbering and Micro wave link charges and others.
In addition to the moneys collected from Operators and Service Providers, the
Telecommunications Act 2006 Section 16 Subsection 1 also states that the Commission is to
benefit from moneys appropriated by parliament for the purpose of the Commission.
The amount demanded from Service Providers as regulatory and licence fees are based on the
annual budget of NATCOM, which is approved by the Board of Commissioners. Service
Providers are charged based on the scope of activities undertaken by them.
The status of regulatory fees collected and government Subvention for the periods 2007 and
2008 is shown on the table below.
SOURCE OF FUNDS

GSM Operators (Mobile Phone Operators)
Internet Service Providers (ISP)
V/SAT License
FM and Other Radio Operating Fees
Television Satellite License
Dealership and Other License
Sierra Leone Government Grants
Total

AMOUNT
- AMOUNT - 2008
2007
Le’000
Le’000
9,875,400
13,518,120
248,400
3,268,800
448,500
897,900
351,825
165,190
201,000
295,500
8,100
260,025
115,500
-

Despite the monies collected, there have been a huge outstanding of Le 903,050,000.00 and
Le5, 379,012 for 2007 and 2008 respectively. The Commission’s major expenditure has been
on staff cost and fixed Assets. The Commission has been very prudent in utilizing its financial
resources. However, the Commission embarked on a major recruitment drive in the year under
review and the establishment of six zonal offices which will increase the expenditure for this
year. In addition, it is envisaged that more resources would be spent on procurement of
essential spectrum monitoring equipment and test tools for network monitoring, Interactive
sessions, Consumer Parliament sessions, staff training, Consumer Outreach, Public Hearings
and sensitization programmes
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2007
The Commission is pleased to present it report and accounts for the year ended 31st December
2007.
STATEMENT OF COMMISSION RESPONSIBILITIES
The Telecommunication Act 2006 requires the Commission to prepare financial statements for
each financial year, which give a fair view of the state of the Commission and of its result for
the period.
In preparing these financial statements, the Commission is required to:
o Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
o Make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
o State whether applicable accounting standards have been followed subject to
any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements.
The Commission is responsible for keeping proper records, which disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of the Commission and to ensure that the financial
statement comply with International Accounting Standards and the requirements of the
Telecommunications Act. 2006 as amended and other relevant Acts of Parliament. They are
also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Commission and hence for making
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
REPORT OF THE AUDITORS
TO
THE MEMBERS OF NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2007
We have audited the financial statements of the Commission, which have been prepared on the
historical cost convention as modified by the evaluation of certain fixed assets and the
accounting policies set out hereunder.
RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMISSION AND THE AUDITORS
The Commission is responsible for the preparation of financial statements. It is our
responsibility as auditors to form an independent opinion, based on our audit, on those
statements of affairs and to report our opinion to you.
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BASIS ON OPINION
We have planned and performed our audit in accordance with International Auditing Standards
set by the Auditing Practice Board. Our audit included examination, on a test basis, of evidence
relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an
assessment of the significant estimates and judgment made by the Commission in the
preparation of the financial statement and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to
the Commission circumstance, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which
we considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable
assurance that the financial statement are free from material misstatements, whether caused by
fraud or other extra-regulatory activities or error. In forming our opinion we also evaluated the
overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements.
OPINION
In our opinion
(a) “Proper books of accounts and proper record in relation thereto” as required by Section
17 (1) of the Telecommunication Act 2006 were not kept. In addition, generally
accepted accounting practices as defined by International accounting standards were
not followed.
(b) The following materially significant liabilities were omitted:
1. Staff terminal benefits and other staff related liabilities and
2. Amounts owing as subscriptions etc to affiliated international bodies.
These amounts have not been determined because of lack of information.
(c) Because of the significance of the matters we do not express our positive opinion on the
financial statements.
PETER KAMARAY & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

FREETOWN
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NATIONAL TELECOMMUNCATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2007
BALANCE SHEET

NOTES

NON CURRENT ASSETS

(2)

Le ‘000

Le’000

Plant and Machinery

286,453

Furniture and Equipment

114,788

Fixtures and Fittings

57,028

Computers and Accessories

70,651

Motor Vehicles and Bikes

429,500
958,420

Other Assets
Building Repairs in Progress

(3)

53,380

Website Development in Progress

(4)

29,250
82,630

Current Assets
Receivables

(5)

903,050

Cash and Cash Equivalent

(6)

9,595,236
10,498,286

Current Liabilities
Payables

(7)

4,827,772

Net Current Assets

5,670,514

Total Assets

Le 6,711,564

Presented By:
Accumulated Fund

(8)

Le 6,711,564

------------------------------------- AG. DIRECTOR GENERAL

------------------------------- DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
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NATIONAL TELECOMMUNCATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2007
NOTES
Revenue

Le ‘000

Le’000

(9)

License and Spectrum Fees:
GSM Operators (Mobile Phone Operators)

9,875,400

Internet Service Providers (ISP)

248,400

VSAT License

448,500

FM and other radio operating fees

251,825

Television Satellite licenses

201,000

Dealerships and other licenses

8,100
11,133,225

Less Operating Expenses
General Management Expenses

(10)

1,216,439

Depreciation

(2)

108,581

Commissioners Emoluments

(11)

219,604

Auditing and Accounting Fees

(12)

8,000
1,552,624

Operating Income

9,580,601

Other Income
Sierra Leone Government Grants

(13)

115,500

I.T.U Donations

(14)

194,892

Interest on Bank Deposit

(15)

8,571
318,963

Net Income
Payment to Government

9,899,564
(16)

3,188,000

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE

Le 6,711,564
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NATIONAL TELECOMMUNCATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
CASH FLOW STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2007
Le ‘000

Le’000

Cash Flow from Operating Activities:
Net Income

9,899,564

Depreciation

108,581
10,008,145

Operating Cash flow before working capital changes
Increase in Receivables (Debtors)

(903,050)

Increase in Payables Creditors

4,827,772
3,924,722

Cash Generated from Operations

13,932,867

Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Purchasing of Non-Current Assets

(1,067,001)

Building Repairs

(53,380)

Website Development

(29,250)

Net Cash flow (outflow) from investing activities

(1,149,631)

Cash Flow from Financing Activities
Payment to Government

(3,188,000)

Net cash outflow from financing activities

(3,188,000)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalent

9,595,236

Cash and cash equivalent brought forward

-

Cash and cash equivalent carried forward

Le 9,595,236

REPORT OF THE COMMISSION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2008
The Commission is pleased to present their report and accounts for the year ended 31st
December 2008.
STATEMENT OF COMMISSION RESPONSIBILITIES
The Telecommunication Act 2006 requires the Commission to prepare financial statements for
each financial year, which give a fair view of the state of the Commission and of its result for
the period.
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In preparing these financial statements, the Commission is required to:
 Select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
 Make judgments and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
 State whether applicable accounting standards have been followed subject to any
material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements.
The Commission is responsible for keeping proper records, which disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of the Commission and to ensure that the financial
statement comply with International Accounting Standards and the requirements of the
Telecommunications Act 2006 as amended and other relevant Acts. of Parliament. They are
also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Commission and hence for making
reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSION
REPORT OF THE AUDITORS
TO THE MEMBERS OF NATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2008
We have audited the financial statements of the Commission, which have been prepared on the
historical cost convention as modified by the evaluation of certain fixed assets and the
accounting policies set out hereunder.
RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMISSION AND THE AUDITORS
The Commissioners are responsible for the preparation of financial statements. It is our
responsibility as auditors to form an independent opinion, based on our audit, on those
statements of affairs and to report our opinion to you.
BASIS ON OPINION
We have planned and performed our audit in accordance with International Auditing Standards
set by the Auditing Practice Board. Our audit included examination, on a test basis, of evidence
relevant to the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an
assessment of the significant estimates and judgment made by the Commissioners in the
preparation of the financial statement and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to
the Commission circumstance, consistently applied and adequately disclosed.
We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the information and explanations which
we considered necessary in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give reasonable
assurance that the financial statement are free from material misstatements, whether caused by
fraud or other irregularity or error. In forming our opinion we also evaluated the overall
adequacy of the presentation of information in the financial statements.
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OPINION
In our opinion the financial statements give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
Commission for the year ended 31st December 2008 and of its result for the year then ended
and comply with the Telecommunications Act and the Company Act Cap. 249

FREETOWN
PETER KAMARAY & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
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NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
BALANCE
SHEET
Le’000
2007

286,453
114,788
57,028
70,617
429,500
958,420

AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2008
Le ‘000
NON-CURRENT
ASSETS
Plant and machinery
Office Furniture & Equip
Fixtures and Fittings
Computers & accessories
Motor Vehicles & Bikes

NOTE Le’000
S
2008
(2)

Le’000

257,140
104,240
71,345
237,288
302,000
972,013

OTHER NON CURRENT
ASSETS
53,380 Work in Progress (Building) (3)
29,250 Work in progress (Website) (4)

345,900
1,317,913

82,630
3,400,000 Investment
- Long Term Loan (SLBS)

3,000,000
3,000,000

3,400,000

6,000,000

CURRENT ASSETS
903,050 Receivables
6,195,236 Cash and Cash Equivalent
7,098,286
CURRENT LIABILITIES
(4,827,772) Payables
2,270,514
Working Capital
6,711,564
Total Net Assets

6,711,564

Represented By:
Accumulated Funds

(5)
(6)

5,379,012
7,281,121
12,660,133

(7)

(15,349)

(8)

Le

12,644,794
19,962,697

Le

19,962,698

----------------------------------- AG. DIRECTOR-GENERAL

-------------------------------------- DIRECTOR OF FINANCE
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NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
Le’000 2007

9,875,400
248,400
448,500
351,825
202,000
8,100
11,133,225

INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2008
Le’000
Le’000
2008
INCOME FROM OPERATIONS
License and Spectrum Fees:
GSM Operators
Internet Service Providers
VSAT License
FM and Other Radio Operating Fees
Television Satellite License
Dealership and Other License
OTHER INCOME
115,500 Sierra Leone Government Grants
194,892 ITU Donations
8,571 Interest from Bank Deposit
Interest from Investment

318,963
11,452,188

Total Income

(3,188,000)

Payment to Government

33,776
242,826

-

8,000 Accountancy and Audit Fees

6,711,564

13,518,120
3,268,800
897,900
165,190
295,500
269,025
18,414,535

276,602
18,691,137

LESS: OPERATING EXPENSES
1,216,439 General Management Expenses
219,604 Commissioner’s Emoluments

(1,552,624)
6,711,564

(14)

Le’000

- Taxation
108,581 Depreciation
Total Operations Express
Excess
of
Income
Expenditure
Accumulated Funds B/F
Accumulated Funds C/F
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(9)
(10
)
(11
)
(2)

4,796,568
392,770
12,000
33,648
205,018
(5,440,004}
13,251,133

Over

(8)

6,711,564
19,962,697

NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(NATCOM)
Le’000 2007

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER, 2008
Le’000
Le’000
Le’000
2008
NET CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

6,711,564
108,581
6,820,145

Excess of Income Over Expenditure
Add: Depreciation
(903,050) (Increase)/Decrease in Debtors
4,827,772 Increase/(Decrease) in Creditors

13,251,133
205,018
13,456,151
(4,475,962)
(4,812,423)

3,924,722

(9,288,385)

10,744,867

Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

4,167,766

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
(1,067,001)
(29,250)
(53,380)
(1,149,631)

Acquisition of Additional Non-Current Assets
Investment in Treasury Bills
Long Term Loan to SLBS
Work in Progress (Website Development)
Work in Progress (Building)
Net Cash Flow From Financing Activities

(218,611)
400,000
(3,000,000)
29,500
(292,520)
(3,081,881)

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

(3,400,000)
6,195,236

Net Cash Flow From Financing Activities
INCREASE/DECREASE IN CASH DURING THE
YEAR
Less: Investment added to Cash Equivalent previously
Cash/Bank Balance B/F

6,195,236

CASH/BANK C/F

9,595,239

1,085,885

6,195,236
7,281,121

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2007 AND 31ST DECEMBER 2008
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the Financial Statements
are set out below:
1.1 Basis of Preparation
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirement of
the International Accounting Standards (IAS), International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) and the requirements of Telecommunications Act 2006.
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1.2 Foreign Currency Translation
(a) The financial statements of the Commission are presented in Leones as the
Commission’s functional currency. Items included in the financial statements of
the Commission are measured by using the functional currency.
(b) Translation and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated into the financial currency using the
average rate for the reporting period. Foreign exchange gains and losses
resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the translation at
year end exchange rate of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currencies are recognized in the income statements.
1.3 Fixed Assets
All fixed assets including gift from ITU are stated at historic cost less depreciation.
Capital work in progress represents an amount accrued on development and
construction of an assets, is classified as capital work in progress under fixed assets
and stated at cost until construction or development is complete.
Assets that are subject to amortization are reviewed for impairment whenever
events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be
recoverable and asset’s carrying in circumstances indicate that the carrying is
written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the assets carrying amounts
is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is higher
of the asset’s fair value less cost to sell and value in use.
As asset’s carrying value is written down immediately to recoverable amount if the
asset’s carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. Acquired
computer software is capitalized on the basis of the cost incurred to acquire and
bring into use the specific software. These costs are amortized over their estimated
useful lives from five – seven years.
Depreciation is provided on all plants and equipment other than capital work in
progress and in calculated on a straight-line so as to write off the cost of each assets
over its expected useful life to its residual value the following useful life are used to
calculated depreciation.
Plant and machinery
10 years
Furniture and equipment
10 years
Fixture and fittings
10 years
Computers and accessories 5 years
Motor Vehicles
4 years
1.4 Impairment of Assets
The carrying amounts of the Commission’s assets, other than receivable are reviewed at
each balance sheet date to determine whether there is an indication of impairment. It
any such indication exists, the assets recoverable amount is estimated. An impairment
loss is recognized whenever the carrying amount of as assets or its cash generation unit
exceeds its recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognized in the income
statement.
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1.5 Financial Instruments
Initial Recognition and Measurement
Financial instruments are recognized when the Commission becomes a party to the
transactions, Initial measurement is at cost which includes transaction cost,
subsequent to initial recognition and these instruments are measured as follows:
Receivables
Receivables are stated at fair values of consideration receivable less impairment
charge. Impairment charges are recognized when the collection of the full amount is
no longer possible and are written off to the income statement.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalent are stated at fair value. They represent cash in hand and
demand deposit and short term deposits.
Financial Liabilities
Liabilities for trade and other amount payable, which are normally settled between
30 – 90 days terms are carried at cost, which is the fair of the consideration to be
paid in the future for good and service received.
1.6 Taxation
No provision for taxation is required as the Commission is exempt from income
tax
1.7 Critical Accounting Judgment and Estimates
The estimated useful lives as translated into depreciation rates are detailed in the
fixed assets policy of the financial statement. These rates and residual lives of the
assets are reviewed annually taking cognizance of the forecasted commercial and
economic realities and through benchmarking of the accounting treatment
prevailing in the country.
Impairment of assets
An assessment of cash generating unit level for all fixed and financial assets is
performed
at each reporting date.
1.8 Revenue Recognition
Revenue consists of service and spectrum licence fees charged to
telecommunications Operators and FM Stations and dealers. Renewal fees and
initial fees charged in relation to the issue of licence are recognized in the period to
which they relate.
Interest income is recognized in the income statement using effective interest rate
method. Government grant is recognized in the same period as the related
expenditure Gifts and Donations are recognized when they are received.
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1.9 Risk Management
The transaction in financial instrument results in the Commission assuming risk.
These include market risk, credit risk, and interest rate risk.

Market Risk
Market risk is the change in the fair value of financial instruments brought about by
changes in interest rates. The risk associated with short-term investment made by
the Commission is not significant.
Interest Rate Risk
The Commission is exposed to various risks associated with the effect of
fluctuations in the prevailing levels of market rates of interest on its cash resources
and investments. The cash resources are managed to ensure that surplus funds are
invested in a manner to achieve maximum returns while minimizing risks.
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6
Corporate social responsibility
THE REGULATOR
As part of NATCOM’s corporate social responsibility the Commission sympathized with
victims of the September 2009 boat disaster in Shenge in the Moyamba District of the Southern
Province of Sierra Leone. The sum of Le 10,000,000(Ten Million Leones) was donated to the
families of the victims of the tragedy by the Commission as a gift. The people of Shenge were
very grateful for this humanitarian gesture which they commended and implored other
institutions to emulate.
In April, the Commission sponsored the Heritage Foundation Annual Lantern Parade with a
cash donation of Le 3,000,000 (Three Million Leones). The Commission also donated 3 (three)
water tanks (water “bowzers”) to the Government of Sierra Leone to take water utility services
to underserved areas of the capital city Freetown.
NATCOM made a major donation of Le 100,000,000 (One Hundred Million Leones) to the
Attitudinal and Behavioural Change Campaign as its contribution to promoting the realisation
of His Excellency the President’s vision. The Commission also donated Le 2,500,000 (Two
million, five Hundred thousand Leones) to victims of the Daru flood disaster in October 2009
and financial assistance was also given to the Needy Child Sierra Leone. A further sum of Le
650,000 (Six Hundred and fifty thousand Leones) was given to the Sierra Leone Association
for the Blind a local charity.
The modernization and expansion of the Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service was not excluded
from the Commission’s corporate social gestures. In this regard a reasonable grant was donated
to the SLBS on behalf of the Government of Sierra Leone for the expansion and modernisation
of its facilities in Freetown and the Provinces.
THE INDUSTRY
 Africell Sierra Leone is presently building a fountain around the historic Freetown
Cotton Tree.
 Five hundred prayer mats and hundreds of prayer compasses were donated to five
hundred pilgrims attending this year’s Hajj in the holy land of Mecca by Africell (SL)
Ltd.
 Africell is presently complementing the efforts of the Bo Kenema Power Services by
providing electricity to the SLBS Bo FM and their television transmitters.
 As part of its corporate social responsibility in the area of sports, Africell in
collaboration with the Sierra Leone Volleyball Association (SLVA) sponsored an
inter-regional volleyball tournament involving both male and female teams.
 In November, 2009, Zain (Sierra Leone) limited donated two hundred trolleys to the
Sierra Leone Airport Authority at a ceremony held at the airport auditorium in Lungi.
They are also presently providing electricity to the SLBS radio station in Makeni.
 Comuim S/L stepped in last year to upgrade the National Stadium when it was
threatened with a FIFA ban. They also sponsored 150 fans to watch the Sierra Leone
Vs Equatorial Guinea African Nations Cup qualifying match played in Malabo last
year.
 Comium (SL) Limited also supported the Attitudinal and Behavioural Change, Pride
Week campaign by providing t-shirts, flyers, and posters and finally crowned the
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activities with 5000 Sierra Leonean flags distributed to participants throughout the
course of this one week educational and cultural event.
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7
Laws, Regulations, guidelines and resolutions
Laws
The Telecommunications Act 2006
The Telecommunications (Amendment) Act 2009

Regulations
The Regulations on Access and Interconnection 2009
The Regulations on Spectrum Management 2009
Management of Numbers Regulations 2009
Regulations on Universal Access 2009
Licensing Regulations 2009
Regulations on Ensuring Competition
The Telecommunications Operators (Registration of subscribers of SIM/UIM cards)
Regulations, 2009

Guidelines
Dispute Resolution Guidelines
Guidelines on Consultation
Instructive Notes on Licensing

Resolutions
Resolution cancelling the Licence awarded to Datatel (SL) Limited and provisionally
transferred to Celcom (SL) Limited.
Resolution for the purchase of the property at 13 Regent Road, Hill Station in Freetown
housing the Commission’s headquarters offices.
Resolution for the purchase of state of the art mobile monitoring equipments and the
establishment of fixed monitoring stations nationwide.
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8
LICENcES ISSUEd in 2009
1. Atlas Communications – Voice Data and Video Unified Licence
2. CCNTV – Digital Terrestrial TV Spectrum Licence
3. Kedar Faith TV Spectrum Licence
4. Jewels of God – Analogue TV Spectrum Licence
5. 10 FM Radio Station Spectrum Licence
6. Ambitel (Greenet) E-GSM 900 Spectrum Licence
7. G4-Security Firm – Radio Spectrum Licence
8. VSAT Licences:
a.

London Mining

b.

Anadoko Oil Exploration

c.

Kenya Airways

d.

Arnik Airlines

e.

Bank PHB

f.

Sierra Fisheries Company

g.

Tractor & Equipment

END
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